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I nearly died before I actually qualified for disability insurance. An insurance program that I paid into while healthy before people tried to murder me and 

left me disabled.  While I was losing my home, my truck, all real property assets I had worked for and earned NOT ONE local charity or person offered 

me one shred of assistance; though I and my situation was known in the community; even among wealthy members of our region. Fortunately, a poor 

pastor helped me with some food during my closest scrapes with death, food that was part of a government distribution program btw. SO I 

VEHEMENTLY DISAGREE WITH THIS ARTICLE (http://americanoverlook.com/how-welfare-is-destroying-america/104)! There is no doubt in my mind 

if SSD did not exist I would have died! Assuming disabled persons can call, drive, walk or somehow make it to so called other charity organizations is 

not facing facts! Our social service programs were put into place because they most DEFINITELY ARE NEEDED! and frankly after seeing that I had to 

loose everything I had ever earned just to be considered for it; have yet to see any "lazy bums" just milking the system. From my perspective this article 

and all like it are fascist propaganda designed to kill anyone who falls on hard times for any reason. NEVER DO AWAY WITH SOCIAL SECURITY 

DISABILITY AND STOP THINKING YOUR TAX DOLLARS PAY FOR IT THAT'S ALL BRAINWASHING BY THE FASCISTS WHO OWN THE MINTS 

AND PRINT MONEY OUT OF THIN AIR! The billionaires and trillionaires of the world don't need your tax dollars it's just their way of ensuring everyone 

has a slave mentality rather than one that understands those who own the mints HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO DO WHATEVER THEY WANT! 

(Including making sure people who are injured or disabled don't end up begging charities who more often than not these days send away those asking 

for assistance)! JUST TO LIVE! This whole term "welfare" where does it come from? I don't know of any government "welfare" programs that just hand 

out free food and money for the asking; do you? SO STOP LETTING FASCIST BULL SHIT LEAVE YOU OF YOUR SENSES; YOU KNOW FULL 

WELL IF YOU BECAME DISABLED FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER YOU WOULD NOT WANT TO HAVE TO CALL AND BEG AND HOPE 

SOME CHARITY SOMEWHERE MIGHT KEEP YOU FROM DYING HOMELESS, DAY AFTER DAY, WEEK AFTER WEEK, MONTH AFTER MONTH; 

THAT'S IF YOU WERE EVEN ABLE TO GO TO THEIR LOCATION OR MEET THEIR DEMANDS WHATEVER THEY MIGHT BE TO OBTAIN THEIR 

HELP! These programs need to be in place and people need to stop looking down upon anyone who is on them; lest you all find yourself in their 

position and find out what it's like to read ignorant fascist articles like this KNOWING that if these programs were done away with YOU'D DIE!!!!!!!! 

If you're a so called Christian who is voicing or writing against such programs I am sorely tempted to pray you become severely disabled and find out 

what it's really like as the disillusionment sets in just how charitable our so called charities really are... I hope that doesn't become necessary for you to 

realize that Christians should be in all walks of life; including government and as such it would be wrong for them to ignore our social security laws 

established by our Creator!: 
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Social Security Disability is one of the few things right operating in our government these days! Until every Christian is practicing all the above in full; 

you need to be grateful such programs are in place! (Or May the Divine cause you to understand swiftly in a way you will never forget) I do not know of 

ONE church in ALL THE WORLD or ONE charity in ALL THE WORLD that follows our Creator's Instructions in this regard comprehensively let alone 

all the others; but Christian men and women who once had influence over our nation and it's laws championed such programs BASED ON THESE 

INSTRUCTIONS; if you are fighting against them then you are fighting against some of the very best notions people in power ever had of love and 

compassion upon fellow human beings! IF you are thinking YOUR TAX dollars PAY for these programs then you have been deceived by oppressors 

who are using one of the only decent aspects of our government to extort earned wages from you unnecessarily. THOSE WHO OWN THE MINTS 

DON'T NEED YOUR MONEY! I HOPE THE WHOLE WORLD UNDERSTANDS THIS SOON! It is only up to the people to demand of our public 

servants (governments) what to do with the authority entrusted to them and since I don't want to see people injured by accidents, or poisoned by 

toxins, dying from diseases left too ill to fend for themselves, dying homeless in the streets I SAY LEAVE THESE PROGRAMS IN PLACE AND IF 

ANYTHING MAKE THEM EVEN MORE HELPFUL TO THE SUFFERING, POOR, OPPRESSED AND DISABLED! (For those against such; if that is 

the only way you will comprehend why these programs exist and why they need to continue then the Almighty bring whatever is necessary to pass in 

your existence so that you understand it personally; very clearly.) Amen. 
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The right-wing echo chamber has vilified food stamp users with a variety of absurd lies and myths. As a result, people will go hungry. 
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